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Death Troopers Star Wars Del Rey
Reviva a emoção da primeira temporada da aclamada série Star Wars: The
Mandalorian! Após a queda do Império, mas antes do surgimento da Primeira Ordem,
um caçador de recompensas Mandaloriano viaja pelos confins da galáxia. No entanto,
ao descobrir que seu mais novo alvo é uma criança, o pistoleiro solitário decide que ela
deve ser protegida a todo custo. Reviva toda a emoção da primeira temporada da série
de imenso sucesso neste romance cheio de ação, que conta ainda com um encarte de
fotos exclusivas da série! Sobre o autor: Joe Schreiber é um escritor norte-americano
conhecido por seus livros de terror e suspense. É autor de outros quatro romances
pertinentes à saga Star Wars: Maul: Lockdown, Death Troopers, Red Harvest e Solo: A
Star Wars Story. Leia também: • Star Wars: Leia – Princesa de Alderaan, Claudia
Gray; • Star Wars: Ahsoka, E. K. Johnston; • Star Wars: a Resistência renasce,
Rebecca Roanhorse; • Rogue One: uma história Star Wars, Alexander Freed; • Os
últimos Jedi – livro oficial do filme, Jason Fry; • Star Wars: Phasma, Delilah S. Dawson;
• Star Wars: Império e Rebelião – Honra entre ladrões, James S. A. Corey. Legends: •
Star Wars: A velha República – Revan, Drew Karpyshyn; • Star Wars: Darth Bane –
Caminho de destruição – volume 1, Drew Karpyshyn; • Star Wars: Darth Bane – Regra
de dois – volume 2, Drew Karpyshyn; • Star Wars: Darth Bane – Dinastia do mal –
volume 3, Drew Karpyshyn; • Star Wars: perseguição ao Jedi, Michael Reaves e Maya
Kaathryn Bohnhoff; • Star Wars: a origem e a lenda de Obi-Wan Kenobi, Ryder
Windham; • Star Wars: a ascensão e a queda de Darth Vader, Ryder Windham; • Star
Wars: uma nova esperança – A vida de Luke Skywalker, Ryder Windham; • Star Wars:
Império e Rebelião – O fio da navalha, Martha Wells;
The conclusion of the Dark Forces trilogy of graphic novels based on the popular CDROM games, "Dark Forces" and "Jedi Knight: Dark Forces II," follows former Imperial
soldier Kyle Katarn into battle against the Dark Jedi Jerec. 25,000 first printing.
When the Imperial prison barge Purge–temporary home to five hundred of the galaxy’
s most ruthless killers, rebels, scoundrels, and thieves–breaks down in a distant,
uninhabited part of space, its only hope appears to lie with a Star Destroyer found
drifting, derelict, and seemingly abandoned. But when a boarding party from the Purge
is sent to scavenge for parts, only half of them come back–bringing with them a horrific
disease so lethal that within hours nearly all aboard the Purge die in ways too hideous
to imagine. And death is only the beginning. The Purge’s half-dozen survivors– two
teenage brothers, a sadistic captain of the guards, a couple of rogue smugglers, and
the chief medical officer, the lone woman on board–will do whatever it takes to stay
alive. But nothing can prepare them for what lies waiting aboard the Star Destroyer
amid its vast creaking emptiness that isn’t really empty at all. For the dead are rising:
soulless, unstoppable, and unspeakably hungry. Features a bonus section following the
novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Han Solo soars again--in this awesome trilogy of his extraordinary exploits. Ride with
him as he rides to the rescue, narrowly escapes certain death, and foils evil in its
ruthelss tracks!
Darth Maul is dispatched on a secret mission to infiltrate a criminal prison empire where
he must compete in gladiatorial death matches while carrying out his masters'
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clandestine commands.
Parenting is difficult under the best of circumstances—but extremely daunting when
humanity faces cataclysmic annihilation. When the dead rise, hardship, violence and
the ever-present threat of flesh-eating zombies will adversely affect parents and
children alike. Depending on their age, children will have little chance of surviving a
single encounter with the undead, let alone the unending peril of the Zombie
Apocalypse. The key to their survival—and thus the survival of the species—will be the
caregiving they receive. Drawing on psychological theory and real-world research on
developmental status, grief, trauma, mental illness, and child-rearing in stressful
environments, this book critically examines factors influencing parenting, and the likely
outcomes of different caregiving techniques in the hypothetical landscape of the living
dead.
The era of the Old Republic is a dark and dangerous time, as Jedi Knights valiantly
battle the Sith Lords and their ruthless armies. But the Sith have disturbing plans—and
none more so than the fulfillment of Darth Scabrous’s fanatical dream, which is about
to become nightmarish reality. Unlike those other Jedi sidelined to the Agricultural
Corps—young Jedi whose abilities have not proved up to snuff—Hestizo Trace
possesses one extraordinary Force talent: a gift with plants. Suddenly her quiet
existence among greenhouse and garden specimens is violently destroyed by the
arrival of an emissary from Darth Scabrous. For the rare black orchid that she has
nurtured and bonded with is the final ingredient in an ancient Sith formula that promises
to grant Darth Scabrous his greatest desire. But at the heart of the formula is a neverbefore-seen virus that’s worse than fatal—it doesn’t just kill, it transforms. Now the
rotting, ravenous dead are rising, driven by a bloodthirsty hunger for all things
living—and commanded by a Sith Master with an insatiable lust for power and the
ultimate prize: immortality . . . no matter the cost. Features a bonus section following
the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a
dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
A smuggler's discovery of a rich treasure sparks a competition involving the Republic,
the Empire, the Hutts, and the Jedi High Council, all of whom are manipulated by an
enigmatic spy.
In a futuristic military adventure a recruit goes through the roughest boot camp in the
universe and into battle with the Terran Mobile Infantry in what historians would come
to call the First Interstellar War
The most successful film franchise of all time, Star Wars thrillingly depicts an epic
multigenerational conflict fought a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away. But the Star
Wars saga has as much to say about successful strategies and real-life warfare waged
in our own time and place. Strategy Strikes Back brings together over thirty of today's
top military and strategic experts, including generals, policy advisors, seasoned
diplomats, counterinsurgency strategists, science fiction writers, war journalists, and
ground?level military officers, to explain the strategy and the art of war by way of the
Star Wars films. Each chapter of Strategy Strikes Back provides a relatable,
outside?the?box way to simplify and clarify the complexities of modern military conflict.
A chapter on the case for planet building on the forest moon of Endor by World War Z
author Max Brooks offers a unique way to understand our own sustained engagement
in war-ravaged societies such as Afghanistan. Another chapter on the
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counterinsurgency waged by Darth Vader against the Rebellion sheds light on the logic
behind past military incursions in Iraq. Whether using the destruction of Alderaan as a
means to explore the political implications of targeting civilians, examining the pivotal
decisions made by Yoda and the Jedi Council to differentiate strategic leadership in
theory and in practice, or considering the ruthlessness of Imperial leaders to explain the
toxicity of top-down leadership in times of war and battle, Strategy Strikes Back gives
fans of Star Wars and aspiring military minds alike an inspiring and entertaining means
of understanding many facets of modern warfare. It is a book as captivating and
enthralling as Star Wars itself.
Lorsque que le Côté obscur de la Force ramène les morts à la vie. Le Purge, un vaste
vaisseau prison transportant les criminels, voleurs, rebelles, tueurs les plus dangereux
de la galaxie, tombe en panne à des années-lumière de tout espace habité. Son seul
espoir de reprendre sa route est un destroyer stellaire, dérivant là, abandonné. Une
équipe est envoyée pour récupérer les pièces nécessaires à la réparation. Mais seule
la moitié du groupe revient, apportant à bord une calamité qui foudroie la quasi-totalité
des passagers du Purge, de la plus ignominieuse manière... Une demi-douzaine de
survivants en réchappent, sans imaginer que le cauchemar ne fait que commencer.
Bientôt, les morts se relèvent, pris d'une faim féroce...
“A harrowing, up-all-night read with delicious scares at every turn. Joe Schreiber knows
just what terrifies us, and his masterly skills are on full display.”—Tess Gerritsen, author
of The Bone Garden “One part noir, one part horror, one part the uniquely talented Joe
Schreiber. Dark, chilling, scary—I couldn’t put it down.”—Peter Abrahams, author of
Nerve Damage Escorted from prison under heavy guard, murderous psychopath Frank
Snow is scheduled for an emergency brain scan at Tanglewood Memorial Hospital, an
institution that is closing its doors after one final night of operation. But Snow has
something far more terrifying planned. And once the lights go out, a fiendish game of
hide-and-seek begins. Alone in the dark with a homicidal madman who knows their
fears, their secrets, and their every move, MRI technician Mike Hughes, his wife and
child, and the other unlucky souls trapped in the hospital have no choice but to duel
with the devil incarnate. If they play by their stalker’s twisted rules, some of them might
just survive. But there’s more to Frank Snow than the naked eye can see . . . or the
sane mind can bear. Praise for Eat the Dark “Eat the Dark is a tight novel of terror. Well
written, fast paced, with a grip like a claw. I loved it.”—Joe R. Lansdale, author of The
Bottoms “Reminiscent of Stephen King’s early work, Eat the Dark is a terrifying,
claustrophobic, bone-chilling, unputdownable masterpiece of suspense fiction. Human
monster Frank Snow is a wonderful creation.”—Jason Starr, author of The Follower “I
didn't just Eat the Dark–I gorged on it. It’s a master class in fast-moving, scary-as-sh*t
storytelling.”—Duane Swierczynski, author of Severance Package
Ninety-nine Stormtroopers join the Empire, and then their troubles begin. One takes a
lunch break in the carbon freezing chamber. Two underestimate a princess. One picks
the wrong time to ask for a promotion. And one interrupts Lord Vader's private time,
failing him for the last time. As the trooper count ticks down, how will the last one fare
as he receives a very special assignment?
A follow-up to Star Wars: Dark Plagueis is a Darth Maul prison tale set before the
events of The Phantom Menace that finds Darth Maul dispatched on a secret mission to
infiltrate a criminal prison empire where he must compete in gladiatorial death matches
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while carrying out his masters' clandestine commands. By the author of Star Wars:
Death Troopers.
Ferris Bueller meets La Femme Nikita in this funny, action-packed young adult novel.
Its prom nightand Perry just wants to stick to his own plan and finally play a
muchanticipatedgig with his band in the Big Apple. But when his mother makes him
take Gobija Zaksauskastheir quiet, geeky Lithuanian exchange studentto the prom, he
never expects that his ordinary high school guy life will soon turn on its head. Perry
finds that Gobi is on a mission, and Perry has no other choice but to go along for a
reckless ride through Manhattans concrete grid with a trained assassin in Dads red
Jag.Infused with capers, car chases, heists, hits, henchmen, and even a bear fight, this
story mixes romance, comedy, and tragedy in a true teen coming-of-age adventureand
its not over until its au revoir.This ebook includes a sample chapter of PERRY'S
KILLER PLAYLIST.
As ruthless apprentice to Darth Vader, Starkiller was mercilessly schooled in the ways
of the dark side, commanded to exterminate the last of the purged Jedi Order, and
groomed for the ultimate Sith power play: assassination of the Emperor. He served
without question, killed without remorse, and lost his heart without warning to beautiful
Imperial fighter pilot Juno Eclipse, never suspecting that he was just a tool in the
schemes of his masters—until it was too late to escape their lethal betrayal. Juno
mourned Starkiller as dead—but now he is back, purged of all memories and
programmed to kill. And as fate brings Juno and Starkiller closer to reuniting, with Darth
Vader determined not to lose his assassin a second time they will both have to make a
stand. The prize is freedom. The punishment for failing will be eternal enslavement to
the dark side of the Force. A brand-new novel tying in to the huge Star Wars video
game, and written by Sean Williams who also penned the number 1 New York Times
bestselling first instalment, this is a thrilling sequel.
Death TroopersLucas Books
From the mind of Joe Schreiber, New York Times bestselling author of Star Wars:
Death Troopers, comes the delirious follow-up to last year's Darth Plagueis. In a tale of
retribution and survival set before the events of The Phantom Menace, Darth Plagueis
and Darth Sidious dispatch Sith apprentice Darth Maul on a secret mission to infiltrate a
criminal empire operating from inside Cog Hive Seven--a hidden prison teeming with
the galaxy's most savage criminals. There, he must contend against the scummiest and
most villainous in gladiatorial death matches while carrying out his masters' clandestine
commands. Failure is not an option; success will ignite the revenge of the Sith against
the Jedi Order.

A companion to the large-scale video game follow-up to Star Wars: The Force
Unleashed being released in November 2010 is a novelization of key plots and
themes based on game-play stories. 125,000 first printing. Video game tie-in.
The Star Wars novels have been expanding the universe of this popular epic for
decades. Now ten thrilling, action-packed classics have been collected in one
convenient eBook bundle, a perfect introduction to the vibrant and varied eras of
Star Wars history, past and future. With a rich cast of characters that includes
beloved favorites—Luke Skywalker, Han Solo, and Princess Leia Organa—along
with new villains and heroes, including the next generation of Jedi, these
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adventures will take fans for a breathtaking ride across time and space in the
galaxy far, far away! The novels include: THE OLD REPUBLIC: DECEIVED by
Paul S. Kemp REPUBLIC COMMANDO: HARD CONTACT by Karen Traviss
DARK LORD: THE RISE OF DARTH VADER by James Luceno DEATH
TROOPERS by Joe Schreiber LUKE SKYWALKER AND THE SHADOWS OF
MINDOR by Matthew Stover X-WING: ROGUE SQUADRON by Michael A.
Stackpole HEIR TO THE EMPIRE by Timothy Zahn NEW JEDI ORDER:
VECTOR PRIME by R. A. Salvatore LEGACY OF THE FORCE: BETRAYAL by
Aaron Allston CROSSCURRENT by Paul S. Kemp
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Go beyond the film with a novelization
featuring new scenes and expanded material. As the shadows of the Empire
loom ever larger across the galaxy, so do deeply troubling rumors. The Rebellion
has learned of a sinister Imperial plot to bring entire worlds to their knees. Deep
in Empire-dominated space, a machine of unimaginable destructive power is
nearing completion. A weapon too terrifying to contemplate . . . and a threat that
may be too great to overcome. If the worlds at the Empire’s mercy stand any
chance, it lies with an unlikely band of allies: Jyn Erso, a resourceful young
woman seeking vengeance; Cassian Andor, a war-weary rebel commander;
Bodhi Rook, a defector from the Empire’s military; Chirrut Îmwe, a blind holy
man and his crack-shot companion, Baze Malbus; and K-2SO, a deadly Imperial
droid turned against its former masters. In their hands rests the new hope that
could turn the tide toward a crucial Rebellion victory—if only they can capture the
plans to the Empire’s new weapon. But even as they race toward their
dangerous goal, the specter of their ultimate enemy—a monstrous world unto
itself—darkens the skies. Waiting to herald the Empire’s brutal reign with a burst
of annihilation worthy of its dreaded name: Death Star. Praise for Rogue One: A
Star Wars Story “One of the best movie adaptations yet.”—Cinelinx “Rogue One
bridged characters and elements of the prequels and original Star Wars trilogy in
a visually stunning ride, but there are even more rich details hiding in the film’s
novelization, [which] reveals and expands with inner monologues and character
insights, political knots, and nuance.”—The Daily Dot “Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story novelization deepens a tale of hope. . . . [Jyn Erso] proves to be even more
fascinating here than she was in the movie.”—New York Daily News
Obi-Wan Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker embark on a mission to uncover the
wearabouts of the evil Sith Lord, Darth Sidious, only to become trapped in a
labyrinthine web of lies, betrayal, and intrigue.
In a zombie horror tale set in the Star Wars universe, the Sith academy
apprentices react fearfully to new outbreaks of unexplained violence, the Dark
Lord's withdrawal, and a Jedi Master's efforts to rescue a hostage.
Journey to Star Wars: The Force Awakens with this exclusive ebook short story
set shortly before the events of the film, featuring a quick-witted mercenary who
takes big risks for bigger rewards—and now faces the challenge that will take her
to the edge. There are plenty of mercenaries, spies, and guns for hire in the
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galaxy. But probably none as dangerous and determined as Bazine Netal. A
master of disguise—and lethal with a blade, a blaster, or bare handed—she
learned from the best. Now it’s her turn to be the teacher—even if schooling an
eager but inexperienced recruit in the tricks of her trade is the last thing she
wants to do. But it’s the only way to score the ship she needs to pull off her latest
job. An anonymous client has hired Bazine to track down an ex-stormtrooper and
recover the mysterious package he’s safeguarding. Payment for the mission
promises to be astronomical, but the obstacles facing Bazine will prove to be
formidable. And though her eager new sidekick has cyber skills crucial to the
mission, only Bazine’s razor-sharp talents will mean the difference between
success or failure—and life or death.
A novel based on the release of the Star Wars video game follows Darth Vader
as he embarks on a quest to rid the galaxy of the Jedi and confronts life-altering
decisions that could change everything.
A horror tale set in the Star Wars universe follows the harrowing experiences of
the crew of an Imperial prison barge that scavenges an abandoned Star
Destroyer when their own ship breaks down, a mission after which surviving team
members bring back a lethal infection. Reprint. A best-selling book.
“You have a very lovely little girl,” breathed the voice on the phone. And just like
that, Susan Young is drawn into a living nightmare. A stranger has kidnapped
Sue’s daughter, Veda. But he doesn’t want her money, only her suffering–and
he will kill Veda if Sue doesn’t follow his every command. With detailed
instructions, the faceless abductor leads Sue into a blinding snowstorm on the
longest night of the year, to a place she has not traveled to since childhood. The
voice on the other end of the line somehow knows Sue’s deepest, most chilling
secret–an ominous incident from her past, buried long ago... Across the loneliest
back roads of Massachusetts, in the black expanse of a New England winter,
Sue is forced to confront her most awful fears as she is met at each step by ever
increasing horrors created by a monster who is surely something less than
human. In the hope of saving her daughter from a kidnapper whose origin seems
darker than anything she could ever have imagined, Sue will discover just how
much trauma and fright the human body is capable of absorbing. Set over the
course of a single night, Chasing the Dead is a fast-paced, ferociously tense
supernatural thriller. With the skill of masters like Dean Koontz and David Morrell,
Joe Schreiber has created a tableau of shock and horror, death and destruction,
that will draw you in and never let you go.
A junior novel retelling of the first season of the smash-hit, instantly iconic
Disney+ series, The Mandalorian.
40 Years. 40 Stories. Experience Star Wars: A New Hope from a whole new
point of view. On May 25, 1977, the world was introduced to Han Solo, Luke
Skywalker, Princess Leia, C-3PO, R2-D2, Chewbacca, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Darth
Vader, and a galaxy full of possibilities. In honor of the fortieth anniversary, more
than forty contributors lend their vision to this retelling of Star Wars. Each of the
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forty short stories reimagines a moment from the original film, but through the
eyes of a supporting character. From a Certain Point of View features
contributions by bestselling authors, trendsetting artists, and treasured voices
from the literary history of Star Wars - Gary Whitta bridges the gap from Rogue
One to A New Hope through the eyes of Captain Antilles. - Aunt Beru finds her
voice in an intimate character study by Meg Cabot. - Nnedi Okorofor brings
dignity and depth to a most unlikely character: the monster in the trash
compactor. - Pablo Hidalgo provides a chilling glimpse inside the mind of Grand
Moff Tarkin. - Pierce Brown chronicles Biggs Darklighter's final flight during the
Rebellion's harrowing attack on the Death Star. - Wil Wheaton spins a poignant
tale of the rebels left behind on Yavin. Plus thirty-four more hilarious,
heartbreaking, and astonishing tales from: Ben Acker - Renee Ahdieh - Tom
Angleberger - Ben Blacker - Jeffrey Brown - Rae Carson - Adam Christopher Zoraida Cordova - Delilah S. Dawson - Kelly Sue DeConnick - Paul Dini - Ian
Doescher - Ashley Eckstein - Matt Fraction - Alexander Freed - Jason Fry Kieron Gillen - Christie Golden - Claudia Gray - E. K. Johnston - Paul S. Kemp Mur Lafferty - Ken Liu - Griffin McElroy - John Jackson Miller - Daniel Jose Older
- Mallory Ortberg - Beth Revis - Madeleine Roux - Greg Rucka - Gary D. Schmidt
- Cavan Scott - Charles Soule - Sabaa Tahir - Elizabeth Wein - Glen Weldon Chuck Wendig All participating authors have generously forgone any
compensation for their stories. Instead, their proceeds will be donated to First
Book--a leading nonprofit that provides new books, learning materials, and other
essentials to educators and organizations serving children in need. To further
celebrate the launch of this book and both companies' longstanding relationships
with First Book, Penguin Random House has donated $100,000 to First Book,
and Disney/Lucasfilm has donated 100,000 children's books--valued at
$1,000,000--to support First Book and their mission of providing equal access to
quality education. Over the past sixteen years, Disney and Penguin Random
House combined have donated more than eighty-eight million books to First
Book.
“The Sith always betray one another. . . . I’m sure you’ll learn that soon
enough.” The overthrow of the Republic is complete. The Separatist forces have
been smashed, the Jedi Council nearly decimated, and the rest of the Order all
but destroyed. Now absolute power rests in the iron fist of Darth Sidious–the
cunning Sith lord better known as the former Senator, now Emperor, Palpatine.
But more remains to be done. Pockets of resistance in the galaxy must still be
defeated and missing Jedi accounted for . . . and dealt with. These crucial tasks
fall to the Emperor’s ruthless enforcer, Darth Vader. In turn, the Dark Lord has
groomed a lethal apprentice entrusted with a top-secret mission: to comb the
galaxy and dispatch the last of his masters’ enemies, thereby punctuating the
dark side’s victory with the Jedi’s doom. Since childhood, Vader’s nameless
agent has known only the cold, mercenary creed of the Sith. His past is a void;
his present, the carrying out of his deadly orders. But his future beckons like a
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glistening black jewel with the ultimate promise: to stand beside the only father
he has ever known, with the galaxy at their feet. It is a destiny he can realize only
by rising to the greatest challenge of his discipleship: destroying Emperor
Palpatine. The apprentice’s journeys will take him across the far reaches of the
galaxy, from the Wookiee homeworld of Kashyyyk to the junkyard planet of
Raxus Prime. On these missions, the young Sith acolyte will forge an unlikely
alliance with a ruined Jedi Master seeking redemption and wrestle with forbidden
feelings for his beautiful comrade, Juno Eclipse. And he will be tested as never
before–by shattering revelations that strike at the very heart of all he believes and
stir within him long-forgotten hopes of reclaiming his name . . . and changing his
destiny. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on
the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of
the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Follows the harrowing experiences of the crew of an Imperial prison barge that
scavenges an abandoned Star Destroyer when their own ship breaks down, a
mission that kills half of the team while the other half brings back a lethal
infection.
Space is a hell of a thing but you need to be sure that this is what you want. Like,
what you really want. The idea of space exploration to further the frontiers of
mankind is noble, but let's not kid ourselves – it's really all about furthering the
profit margins. There's money to be made and out there is the place to make it,
but you hear all kinds of stories... equipment malfunctions, strange discoveries,
crewmembers going insane... You'll be out there in the reaches, alone, for
months or years, breathing recycled air and drinking recycled water, with nothing
but a few feet of metal and shielding between you and certain death. Are you
sure this is what you want? – Crew Orientation Briefing *** Those Dark Places is
a rules-light, story-focused roleplaying game about the darker side of space
exploration and the people who travel the stars in claustrophobic, dangerous
conditions. Starships, stations, and outposts aren't havens of safety with clean,
brightly lit corridors – they're potential deathtraps, funded by budget-conscious
corporate interests and running on stale, recycled air and water. The stars may
be the future of humanity, but they are also home to horrors and terror the human
mind cannot comprehend.
At last—an analysis of the historical patterns that influenced the creation and
storyline of the Star Wars saga Star Wars took place long ago in a galaxy far, far
away, but its epic stories are based on our own history. From Ancient Egypt and
the Roman Empire to the French Revolution and the Vietnam War, Star Wars
and History explores the major historical turning points, heroes, and villains in
human history and their impact on the creation of the Star Wars saga. Star Wars
and History shows how the atomic and hydrogen bombs led to the Death Star;
how Princess Leia's leadership in the Rebel Alliance resembled the daring work
of intrepid women in the French Resistance during World War II and the Mexican
Revolution; historical parallels between the Jedi Code and Bushido as well as
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those linking the Jedi culture with that of the Templar Knights and other warrior
monks; and all of the history that underlies the Star Wars galaxy. Read how our
own civilization's civil wars, slavery, international corporation states, and teenage
queens were transformed into the epic Star Wars history and discover how
Tatooine reflects the lawless frontiers of the past and Coruscant our own history
of glittering and greedy capitals. The first book devoted to analyzing the actual
historical events in our past that influenced the creation of the space fantasy, Star
Wars Features 11 essays by a wise "council" of history scholars, written in close
collaboration with George Lucas and Lucasfilm Gives new insights into central
Star Wars characters and historical figures who helped inspire them (including
Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Darth Vader, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Queen
Amidala, Yoda, Jabba the Hutt, Lando Calrissian, Emperor Palpatine, and others)
Includes both stunning photos from the Lucasfilm Image Archives and historical
photos that demonstrate the parallels between both worlds Filled with fascinating
historical comparisons and background that will take your experience of the Star
Wars saga to a new level, Star Wars and History is an essential companion for
every Star Wars fan.
Padmé and Anakin have grand plans to have a romantic night together after a
long separation. But before they get a chance to get together, Anakin is Jedinapped by a group of outlaws! Then, in a new Tale of Villainy, Grand Moff Tarkin
proves just why he is one of the most dangerous and terrifying members of the
Empire.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Witness the epic final chapter of the
Skywalker saga with the official novelization of Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker,
including expanded scenes and additional content not seen in theaters! The
Resistance has been reborn. But although Rey and her fellow heroes are back in
the fight, the war against the First Order, now led by Supreme Leader Kylo Ren,
is far from over. Just as the spark of rebellion is rekindling, a mysterious signal
broadcasts throughout the galaxy, with a chilling message: Emperor Palpatine,
long thought defeated and destroyed, is back from the dead. Has the ancient
Lord of the Sith truly returned? Kylo Ren cuts a swath of destruction across the
stars, determined to discover any challenge to his control over the First Order
and his destiny to rule over the galaxy—and crush it completely. Meanwhile, to
discover the truth, Rey, Finn, Poe, and the Resistance must embark on the most
perilous adventure they have ever faced. Featuring all-new scenes adapted from
never-before-seen material, deleted scenes, and input from the filmmakers, the
story that began in Star Wars: The Force Awakens and continued in Star Wars:
The Last Jedi reaches an astounding conclusion.
The first volume in a new, nine book series launches a huge story arc with heroic
roles for the galaxy's most beloved characters as Han Solo, Luke Skywalker, Leia
Organa Solo and their surviving children set off on a journey of discovery and
hardship, of obstacles and victories, and the aftermath of the civil war that rocked
the galaxy.
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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this definitive novel, readers will follow
Thrawn’s rise to power—uncovering the events that created one of the most iconic
villains in Star Wars history. One of the most cunning and ruthless warriors in the
history of the Galactic Empire, Grand Admiral Thrawn is also one of the most
captivating characters in the Star Wars universe, from his introduction in bestselling
author Timothy Zahn’s classic Heir to the Empire through his continuing adventures in
Dark Force Rising, The Last Command, and beyond. But Thrawn’s origins and the
story of his rise in the Imperial ranks have remained mysterious. Now, in Star Wars:
Thrawn, Timothy Zahn chronicles the fateful events that launched the blue-skinned, redeyed master of military strategy and lethal warfare into the highest realms of power—and
infamy. Praise for Thrawn “The origin story of one of the greatest Star Wars villains . . .
a book that fans have wanted for decades.”—The Verge “A satisfying tale of political
intrigue . . . Thrawn’s observations and tactical thinking are utterly captivating.”—New
York Daily News “Quite the page-turner.”—Flickering Myth
Presents a bibliographic reference to all Star Wars fiction, from film novelizations to
ebook novellas, complemented by full-color artwork.
Set in the aftermath of Rogue One: A Star Wars Story, this action-packed prequel to the
hotly anticipated videogame Battlefront II introduces the Empire’s elite force: Inferno
Squad. After the humiliating theft of the Death Star plans and the destruction of the
battle station, the Empire is on the defensive. But not for long. In retaliation, the elite
Imperial soldiers of Inferno Squad have been called in for the crucial mission of
infiltrating and eliminating the Partisans—the rebel faction once led by notorious
Republic freedom fighter Saw Gerrera. Following the death of their leader, the
Partisans have carried on his extremist legacy, determined to thwart the Empire—no
matter the cost. Now Inferno Squad must prove its status as the best of the best and
take down the Partisans from within. But the growing threat of being discovered in their
enemy’s midst turns an already dangerous operation into a do-or-die acid test they
dare not fail. To protect and preserve the Empire, to what lengths will Inferno Squad go
. . . and how far beyond them? The Rebellion may have heroes like Jyn Erso and Luke
Skywalker. But the Empire has Inferno Squad.
The epic tale of Darth Bane, the most famous Sith Lord ever, finds the forces of evil
clashing in a spectacular battle, with the future of the Sith hanging in the balance.
The making of the Star Wars saga, as told by the cast and crew. Features content
previously published in the official Star Wars Insider. Each volume brings together a
collection of the best of the official Star Wars Insider magazine content, celebrating the
complete Star Wars experience, from movies to books, videogames to comic books
and more! Featuring rare cast and crew interviews, and exclusive behind the scenes
pictures, this is an essential read for Star Wars fans of all ages.
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